Relative clauses
Relative clauses give more information about the person or object in a sentence
The girl ran out of the building could become:
The terrified girl dashed out of the building, which was engulfed in smoke.
Or

The petrified girl, who was gasping for breath, struggled to crawl from the
burning building.

Success Steps
•
•
•

Should come after the subject or the object of the sentence (the noun)
Should add extra information that is relevant
Remember to wrap relative clauses with punctuation (comma at the start and
full stop or comma at the end)
start with a relative pronoun: who, whose, whom, which, that, where
Remember to still include descriptive vocabulary

•
•

Re-write the following sentences adding relative clauses.
1)
2)
3)
4)

The
The
The
The

dog bit the postman.
boy put his hands in the air.
lion looked at its prey.
captain lifted the trophy.
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Add the correct relative clause to each sentence
The mischievous boy,_________________________________________________ , had a red face.
The brave soldier,_______________________________________________ , saved the other soldiers.
The huge tree, _________________________________________________, blocked the sun from the
garden.
The beautiful flowers,__________________________________________ , attracted bees from
everywhere.
who fought courageously
that grew in Paul’s garden
who loved to eat strawberries
which was over 250 years old

